High-throughput solubility measurements of polymer libraries in supercritical carbon dioxide†
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A new method has been developed which allows rapid parallel solubility measurements for libraries of materials in supercritical fluids (SCFs). The technique was used to evaluate the solubility of a mixed library of 100 synthetic polymers including polyesters, polycarbonates, and vinyl polymers.

Supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO₂) is an inexpensive, non-toxic, and non-flammable solvent for materials synthesis and processing,\(^1,2\) and is a potential replacement solvent for applications such as dry-cleaning, lithography, and precision cleaning.\(^3\) One technical barrier to the use of scCO₂ is the limited availability of inexpensive CO₂-soluble surfactants,\(^4,6\) ligands,\(^7,9\) and phase transfer agents.\(^10\) The majority of systems reported so far have been highly fluorine-substituted,\(^4,10\) and the associated costs may prohibit industrial-scale use for many applications. In addition, fluorinated materials often have poor environmental degradability, and this could negate the environmental advantages associated with the use of scCO₂. The discovery of inexpensive CO₂-soluble polymers – as opposed to small molecules – is a particularly hard challenge.\(^11\) CO₂ is a rather feeble solvent and, until recently, the only polymers found to have significant solubility in CO₂ under moderate conditions (\(<100\) °C, \(<400\) bar) were amorphous fluoropolymers\(^12,13\) and polysiloxanes.\(^14\) Inexpensive poly(ether carbonate) (PEC) copolymers have been reported to be soluble in CO₂ under moderate conditions,\(^15,16\) and could function as building blocks for cheap surfactants, but numerous practical difficulties remain.

For example, polymer solubility does not itself guarantee performance in the various applications of interest. Effective surfactants, in particular, tend to require asymmetric topologies such as diblock copolymers.\(^6\) Other practical considerations are cost, biodegradability, thermal and chemical stability, and biocompatibility.

It is difficult to predict CO₂-soluble polymer structures, despite recent attempts to rationalize specific solvent–solute interactions by using \textit{ab initio} calculations.\(^17\) Only a few examples of CO₂-soluble polymers currently exist and, as such, there are a limited number of ‘design motifs’ to draw upon.\(^18\) Moreover, it is clear that polymer solubility in CO₂ is influenced by a large number of inter-related factors,\(^11,15\) such as specific solvent–solvent interactions,\(^15–19\) backbone flexibility,\(^15,16,18,20\) topography,\(^18,20\) and the nature of the end-groups.\(^20\) Given the current limits of predictive understanding, the discovery of new CO₂-soluble polymers might be accelerated using parallel or ‘high-throughput’ (HT) methodology. The synthetic approaches for such a strategy are already well in place; for example, a growing number of methods exist whereby one may synthesize and characterize polymer libraries.\(^21\) By contrast, there are no examples of techniques for the rapid, parallel determination of solubility for libraries of materials in scCO₂ or other supercritical fluids (SCFs). The conventional method for measuring polymer solubility in SCFs is cloud point measurement,\(^11,15,16,20\) which involves the use of a variable-volume view cell. This technique is not suitable for rapid solubility measurement and would be impractical for large libraries of materials. Previously, we developed a simple method involving a 10-well reaction vessel whereby ten solubilities could be measured in parallel using compressed fluid solvents such as liquid R134a.\(^22\) This method was used to discover a new, inexpensive, R134a-soluble stabilizer for dispersion polymerization, but suffers from a number of limitations; for example, the pressure limit is low (50 bar) and only compressed liquid solvents (as opposed to SCFs) can be used with this particular equipment.\(^22\)

In this communication, we report a new method for the rapid parallel solubility measurement of libraries of polymers or other materials in SCF solvents. The method is based on parallel gravimetric extraction.\(^23\) In a typical experiment,\(^\ddagger\) polymer samples (ca. 100 mg) are accurately weighed into borosilicate glass sample tubes and loaded into a specially-designed sample holder which will accept up to 60 tubes on this scale. This holder is then placed into a custom-built (Thar Designs) SCF extractor consisting of a vertically-mounted 500 ml extraction vessel and computer-controlled syringe pump/backup pressure regulator. CO₂ is then passed through the vessel at a controlled pressure, temperature, and flow rate for a predetermined period of time. Thus, all 60 samples are subjected, in parallel, to precisely the same extraction conditions. The CO₂ is then slowly vented, the sample holder removed from the vessel, and the samples reweighed individually to determine the sample mass loss (if any) under those extraction conditions. The procedure is then repeated (typically at progressively higher CO₂ pressures) in order to build a cumulative extraction profile for the library of samples. A low molecular weight material [\textit{e.g.} azobis(isobutyronitrile), AIBN] of known CO₂-solubility\(^12,13\) was added as an internal standard for each run.

Fig. 1 shows extraction results for a library of 100 materials (two separate runs) at five increasing CO₂ pressures. This method is very rapid in comparison with alternative techniques: once the equipment had been installed, tested, and validated, all of the data presented in this communication were collected over the course of five days. Four classes of materials were included in this study, as colour-coded in Fig. 1: (i) a library of aliphatic polyesters (PE, blue
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bars) synthesized by step growth polymerization; (ii) a library of aliphatic poly(ether ester)s (PE, yellow bars), also synthesized by step growth polymerization; (iii) a library of poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc, green bars) samples synthesized by free-radical chain growth polymerization in the presence of a chain transfer agent; and, (iv) a CO2-soluble low molar mass material, AIBN, as an internal standard. A number of trends emerge from these data. First, the CO2-solubility for these materials varies over a substantial range, with some polymers (e.g. sample 15) exhibiting moderate solubility and others (e.g. sample 68) showing essentially no solubility over the pressure range tested. Second, for most polymers which exhibit any solubility, the solubility increases significantly and non-linearly as the pressure is ramped – that is, the materials dissolve more readily at higher pressure, and not simply as a function of CO2 volume passed through the vessel. Third, none of the polymers shows high levels of extraction under these conditions at the lowest pressure tested (100 bar). Lastly, none of the polymers was extracted as efficiently as the low molar mass control material, AIBN (red bar).

Fig. 2 shows a plot of the total cumulative extraction percentage after the final period of extraction at 300 bar as a function of the weight-average molecular weight, $M_w$, for the polymers in the library. This plot also includes data for a number of commercially available polymers which are not included in Fig. 1. Fig. 2(a) shows that a clear global relationship exists between molecular weight and solubility – that is, the solubility in CO2 drops off sharply as a function of $M_w$ and none of the polymers tested shows significant solubility for $M_w > 20\,000$ g mol$^{-1}$ under these conditions. There is, however, significant variation in the total cumulative weight percentage extracted for the materials with $M_w < 20\,000$ g mol$^{-1}$ [Fig. 2(b)]. At a given $M_w$, these variations can be attributed to differences in the structure of the various polymers in the library. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows a pronounced cluster of structurally-identical aliphatic PE samples which have much lower apparent solubilities (<10 wt%) than PEC or PVAc samples of similar molecular weights. A major difference between the PE and PEC samples is that the PEC materials incorporate a much larger number of oxygen atoms in the polymer backbone; these ether linkages contribute strongly to chain flexibility in comparison with the exclusively methylene-linked PE samples.

Fig. 3 shows extraction data for a focused sub-library of PVAc samples – that is, the polymer structure is common throughout and pressure and $M_w$ are the only variables. These data show how our new method can be used to generate a rapid ‘map’ of the relationship between molecular weight, pressure, and solubility for a library of closely-related materials. In general, the trends shown in Fig. 3 are reproduced in each of the extraction runs at the five successive extraction pressures. This apparently counter-intuitive result – that is, the low $M_w$ oligomers are less soluble in CO2 – is possibly explained by an increased contribution from the hydroxyl end-groups that arise from the method of synthesis.

Unlike cloud point measurements, our new parallel technique does not give an absolute measure of the miscibility pressure of the samples with CO2. Indeed, one should be cautious about drawing
overly-simple correlations between the percentage material extracted and the thermodynamic ‘solubility’ of the samples. For example, it is possible that extraction rates for liquid samples could be higher than extraction rates for solid samples because of enhanced mass-transport, and that this could mask effects arising from the thermodynamic solubility of the materials. It is also possible that a highly-soluble solute or solutes could suppress the solubility of other materials in the library, particularly in the early stages of the extraction. Nonetheless, for systems with known solubilities such as PVAc (Fig. 3), the solubility trends which we observe are broadly consistent with data from more conventional measurements.

In summary, our new technique has broad potential for the rapid ‘solubility mapping’ for libraries of new materials in SCFs. We believe that this method is at least 50 times faster than other techniques in terms of the rate of useful information that is obtained. A powerful combined approach in the future will be to screen libraries of materials using our new HT methodology followed by further validation of CO_2 solubility for candidate materials using conventional cloud point measurements.

While our preliminary experiments have involved polymer libraries, this parallel methodology is equally applicable to the discovery of novel SCF-soluble ligands, catalysts, biomolecules, fragrances, dyes, or pharmaceuticals for a wide range of materials applications.
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Notes and references
† The method assumes that the polymers are adequately purified – for example, by reprecipitation: any soluble low \( M_w \) oligomers or monomer residues will lead to false-positive results. Typically, polymer samples
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**Fig. 2** (a) Plot of total cumulative weight % extracted in CO_2 as a function of weight-average molecular weight, \( M_w \), for a mixed library of synthetic and commercial polymers. Filled blue circles = PE; filled yellow squares = PEC; filled green diamonds = PVAc (PVAc samples vary in both \( M_w \) and in end-group structures); open squares = various commercial polymers. (b) Expansion of \( M_w \) range up to 20 000 g mol\(^{-1}\) showing ‘clusters’ of polymers with similar molecular structures.

**Fig. 3** (a), (b) Plots of cumulative weight % extracted in CO_2 as a function of \( M_w \) for a focused sub-library of hydroxyl-terminated PVAc samples.
(100 mg) were weighed into borosilicate glass sample tubes (6 mm i.d., 50 mm length). Samples were extracted in a custom-built Thar Supercritical Fluid Extractor (500 ml vessel) with a holder for up to 60 sample tubes. Samples were extracted at five pressure settings: 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 bar for 4 h periods at a rate of 2 g min$^{-1}$ CO$_2$ at 35 $^\circ$C. Depressurisation was carried out at a rate of 1.7 bar min$^{-1}$. Given the sample weights (ca. 100 mg) and the volume of the system (500 ml), we believe that errors arising from the transfer of solubilized material from one sample tube to another during depressurization are relatively small, and will tend to affect all samples in an approximately equal fashion (see ESI for preliminary reproducibility data).

23 See Electronic Supplementary Information† for reproducibility data and photograph of equipment layout. Full technical details, equipment schematics, and synthetic procedures to be published in a future article.
25 Although this is possible, our preliminary studies show examples of solid samples (e.g. AIBN, certain PVAc materials) which are extracted much more efficiently than viscous liquid samples (e.g. some low $M_w$ PEs) of comparable molar mass.
26 Average standard deviation in wt% extracted of 1.5–10% observed for four sets of identical samples (see ESI†). In general, the standard deviation was low for one extraction run (<3%) and increased with the number of runs due to small cumulative errors.